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Hockey (noun): The best and most
entertaining sport out there. PERIOD.

the

Sabres fans cower in fear...

Octopi Banned, Red Wings Fans
Inconsolable
By Kara Bakowski ~ Secretariat

While Detroit’s financial situation has died down in the media, lawyers have
spent their work week combing through the city’s records, finding oddlyspecific laws that the city can begin to enforce to bring in some extra cash.
Tying an alligator to a fire hydrant now poses a $1,000 fine, and a hit-andrun incident involving a sports fan will run you $50k, in addition to the usual
repercussions.
In a disappointment to Red Wings fans everywhere, one of the laws that will
now be enforced is the banning of octopus possession within city limits. The
law was enacted in 1930, after a radical mayor claimed that they were the
cause of the Great Depression. Today, throwing octopi on the ice is a storied
tradition that takes place at Wings games.
“While the law may have been enacted for a baseless accusation, it is one of
few laws from that era that are still relevant today,“ lawyer Gordon Habcock
said. “As such, it will now be enforced and violators will be heavily fined”
Despite the “new” law only being announced today, an octopus black market has already sprung up throughout the city. It is rumored that a record
number of octopi will appear on the ice of Joe Louis Arena tonight, much to
the delight of the Wings and the disappointment of the game officials. “If you
disguise them as catfish when you bring them into the arena, nobody will give
see The Great One on back
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Playoffs bandwagon finally empty...

50 Uses for Zucchini —
No, But, Really
by Anony-whaaat? ~ Daily Bull

This past gardening season, we planted zucchini
plants (among other things) in our modest little garden. People warned us: “Watch out! Zucchini are
prolific and you will be up to your ears in them!”
Undaunted, we forged ahead with quite a few
plants and started waiting, unsure how much we
would actually get.
Spoiler alert: the answer is at least ¾ metric shitload of zucchini. As a result, I’ve done almost
nothing since August but think up ways to utilize,
cook, distribute, and otherwise not-waste all these
squash. So, if you find yourself in a zucchini crisis,
consider these!
1. Eat it (raw, like a beast)
2. Grill it
3. Sautee it
4. Stir fry it
5. Stuff it
6. Bake it
7. Write a parody of Daft Punk’s “Technologic”
about zucchini
8. Zucchini bread
9. Shred and freeze it for later use in zucchini bread
10. Dip it in hummus
11. Dip it in ranch
12. Veggie alfredo it
13. Brandish it threateningly at unruly pets
14. Hold it up to your face and pretend it’s a phone
15. Snapchat yourself doing #14
16. More zucchini bread
17. Cut discs, remove seeds, and have zucchini
‘glasses’
18. Give one to your boss
19. Give one to your coworker
20. Give one to your ginger friend
see Mr. Hockey on back
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Trapezoids become the new black...

The Steaming Pile - Straight from YouKnow-Where!
What Will Miley Lick Next?
The center of a Tootsie Pop
Carl Blair
Your parents
Envelopes
Nuclear waste
The sun
A small child
Steve Buscemi’s eyes
The Precious
Billy Ray Cyrus (wincest?)
A saguaro
Frozen flag pole
Live electric wires
iPhone 5S
NYC hobo
The Goblet of Fire
Paula Deen riding a dinosaur
Bill Clinton
Her own ass
Poison dart frogs
A Bombay outhouse
Robin Thicke… oh wait.
Fire ants, plural
A Japanese jock strap
A hedgehog or two
A Mongolian camel’s
camel toe
ABC Gum
A stick of butter
GVSU’s pendulum

LSD strips
The Rhinelander WI Hodag
Delubricated condoms
Kim Jong Il’s corpse
A rusty lock
RiCO!
A ginger (hah… haha…)
Voldemort’s wand
A cup of mercury
A tablespoon of cinnamon
A used tampon
A 1982 Ford Econoline in
decent condition
Lady Gaga... and they will
become SUPER GAGA
The entire starting lineup of the
1974 Broncos
Lord Stanley’s Cup
The entire room of requirement
The scantron machine
A TSA agent
Ein penis
My student debt
A running blend-tec blender
Green eggs and/or ham
An active lightsabre
A singing Tesla coil
Stephen Hawking’s
belly button
The entire internet

“How would you like a job where, every time you make a
mistake, a big red light goes on and 18,000 people boo?”
—Jacques Plante
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21. Try to think of other people to give
them to
22. Leave it on the counter and wonder
what to do with it
23. Make on of those ‘green smoothies’ the
health nuts love
24. Seriously, more zucchini bread
25. Just to change it up, zucchini bread
with walnuts
26. Slice it up for baked zucchini chips
27. Burn the chips to nasty black globs
28. Hold the squash by the stem and cuss
at it
29. Try again with the chips
30. List one for sale on eBay
31. Put googly eyes on it
#51: Using your arm for scale, alarm
people with how large of zucchinis
32. Then, take it on Chat Roulette
32. Put it in your pants pocket for safe you grew this year
keeping
33. Walk around town with it still in your
pocket, grinning deviously
34. Carve the middle out and make a zucch-o-lantern
35. Put slices on your eyes like at a spa
36. Become strangely proficient at typing the word zucchini
37. Stew it
38. Roast it for use in burritos
39. Begin to forget what other vegetables taste like
40. Make tempura with it
41. Carve strange sculptures in it
42. Become temporarily Reddit famous for your squash sculptures
43. Put it through the fax machine at work
44. 3D model it
45. 3D print another one
46. Realize you now have two zucchinis to get rid of
47. Shred them both and make six loaves of zucchini bread
48. Slowly realize that zucchini bread is the only reliable way to use them
quickly
49. Gain 15 pounds from eating bread nonstop
50. Rewrite the Bible to include a plague of zucchini

What’s up homeslice?
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a shit!” One enthusiastic retailer said in a pitch to a potential buyer.
“Maybe they could legalize and tax it, that would help the city!” Avid fan Alex
LeGiovane joked. “All of us fans are desolate. There are going to be repercussions for this, you wait and see.“

GREAT SON OF LIFE
Alex Dinsmoor
MEAL TICKET
Zachary Evans
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With the projected popularity of octopi at tonight’s game, city officials expect to bring in enough revenue to pay the lawyers for another day of work.
Strangely, common incidents, such as traffic violations and creating graffiti
have been overlooked as easy sources of income.

Advertising inquiries, questions &
comments should be directed to
bull@mtu.edu

THE STEER SEARCHER

CATFISH
DARTER
DORY
ELECTRIC EEL
FLOUNDER
FROGFISH
GIBBERFISH

GULPER
HERRING
ICEFISH
JEWFISH
KILLFISH
L ARGEMOUTH
BASS

LUMPSUCKER
MARBLEFISH
MINNOW
MULLET
NEONTETRA
OARFISH
PIKE

USURER
Rico Bastian
ADVISOR
Ser David d’Olson

Typewriter Monkeys: Liz ‘Riz’ Fujita, Nathan ‘Invincible’
Miller, Jeanine Chmielewski, Jeremy ‘Mr. Sunshine’ Loucks,
Sam Schall, Veronica Tabor, Chase Peterson, Corey Tindall,
Theresa Tran, Abigail Skibowski, Evan Krettek, and the
fourth line.

Unsurprisingly, the team is also upset, but in the spirit of good leadership is
trying to keep a positive attitude. “We’re sad, there’s no doubt about that.
We love those slimy things, but don’t want our fans to have to pay the price,”
defenseman Danny DeKeyser said. “On the bright side, at least we get to play
a game tonight. Hockey is back!”

AHOLEHOLE
ALASKA BLACKFISH
ALBACORE
ANCHOVY
ANTARCTIC COD
ASIAN CARP
BARRACUDA
BASS
BATFISH
BIGEYE
CANDLEFISH
CARP

GRAND VIZIER
Elise Conley
SECRETARIAT
Kara Bakowski

Fishies!
Brought to you by Jeanine Chmielewski

PIRANHA
QUILLFISH
RABBITFISH
SALMON
STONEFISH
STURGEON
TIL APIA

TROUT
TUNA
UNICORN FISH
WALLEYE
X-RAYFISH
YELLOWTAIL
ZANDER

